
Metal Swing Flip Displayers

Metal Swing Wall Displayers

Supplied:

Supplied = Acrylic Poster Frames & Wall Brackets

Supplied in = A3 + A2 + A1

Supplied in = Landscape - or Portrait
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Metal Swing Flip Displayers

Assembly Steps:

Step 1 - Wall Brackets

Action 1 = Wall Brackets x2

Action 2 = Decide on the wanted height of the bottom wall bracket

Action 3 = 

Utilising a 'Spirit Level' ensure the bracket is level and secure 'Bottom Bracket' to your wall

Securing to the wall will require a drill / 2x raw plugs / 2x screws

Action 4 = 

Once the bottom bracket is secured to the wall

Measure the distance between the top & bottom rods on the poster frame

Now allowing a play in the swinging opening of the frame (reduce the measurement)

By the way, the longer rod, should be inserted into the 'top' bracket

This allows the frame to be removed for future document changes

Now secure the top bracket to your wall, ensuring this aligns with the bottom bracket

At this point you should have both wall brackets in place

Step 2 - Metal / Acrylic Frames

Action 5 = Frames (5)

The frames are supplied with the actual acrylic not inserted

Why? - This avoids the acrylic been possibly broken in transit

Action 6 = 

Insert each Acrylic within each Metal Frame

Action 7 = 

Once all acrylics are inserted into each Metal Frame

Now insert each frame into the 2x wall brackets

You should now gain the shown image >>>>>

Step 3 - Metal / Acrylic Frames

Action 8 = Documents (10)

Each frame allows for 2x documents

Action 8 = Document Insertions

Choice 1 - Fully Assembled & connected to the wall

Slightly bend the acrylic forward & Insert 2x documents

Choice 2 - Remove 5x Frames from the 2x Wall Brackets

Slightly bend the acrylic forward & Insert 2x documents

Replace the loaded frames into the wall brackets
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